
Self Serve Partner:  
Avant Stay 
Enabling platform clients to drive content creation 
and conversion through organic influencer 
engagement 

Luxury travel startup Avant Stay is on a mission to revolutionize 
group travel.  They turned to ACTIVATE to identify, engage 
and manage influencers organically, providing valuable brand 
education to consumers.  Avant Stay engaged users to identify 
communities within the influencer space such as bilingual 
content creators and 3 of their friends to vacation at one of 
their beautiful properties in Temecula, CA in exchange for 
custom content, follows, and mentions. 
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Challenge

— Educate consumers on Avant Stay, their differentiation, 
value and amenities through authentic influencer story-
telling  

— Cultivate the brand’s social following organically across 
platforms 

— Drive qualified traffic directly to Avant Stay site for 
bookings
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Solution

— Identified and secured influencers traveling to Avant Stay key 
markets through ACTIVATE Discover, managing bookings and 
content creation through ACTIVATE Collaborations 

— Through Instagram posts and Instagram Stories and Swipe Ups, 
influencers not only generated brand awareness, but also drove 
click traffic to the Avant Stay website and social channels, trackable 
through the ACTIVATE platform 

— All influencers leveraged a promo code in their content to 
incentivize followers to book their travel and receive $250 off their 
booking 77
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Brand Awareness & 
Engagement

Traffic & 
Conversions

Sentiment 
Analysis

Results
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3.5M+ 415K+
Combined Reach of Influencer 

Partners
Total Instagram Post Likes

61.6% 27.8% 7.5%
Positive Comments on 

Instagram
Consideration 

Comments on Instagram
Love Comments on 

Instagram

20 3K
Property Bookings  

Through Social
Sticker Taps on Instagram Story 

directing to @AvantStay



Self Serve Partner: Pandora
Influencer Custom Content & Client Feedback
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"We leveraged ACTIVATE to quickly launch and scale our influencer 

programs. So far, we've received an overwhelming response with 250+ 

applications to participate in our first campaign! The ACTIVATE team has 

been incredibly responsive and helpful in navigating their vast network of 

influencers. We are excited to see results & explore influencer marketing as a 

channel to increase bookings and raise brand awareness going forward."  

— Sean Breuner, Co-Founder & CEO of AvantStay 
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